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CONTACT: Tony Bouie
PHONE: (623) 551‐7557

Bouie Clarifies His Historical Party Affiliation
(Anthem, AZ) – There has been much discussion and debate about my former party affiliation while I
resided in the state of Florida. While I was playing in the NFL after my college playing days at the
University of Arizona, I experienced a political epiphany. After receiving my first check in the NFL, I
noticed, from my perspective, an unusual amount of money missing from my check. I remember it
being almost half of my gross pay. I marched straight to the head accountant for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and asked if there had been some mistake. After he told me there was no miscalculation in
the net pay, I decided that my party affiliation should be Republican since they believed in lower taxes.
This moment was a culmination is my belief that the Democratic Party no longer represented what I
ideologically believed.
Unfortunately, I did not complete the voter registration paperwork to make this switch official. This left
my party affiliation officially unchanged. My official party affiliation has not detered my conservative
views on the role of government, education, immigration, 2nd amendment rights or traditional family
values.
I hope this clarifies any confusion about my party past.
Sincerely,
Tony V. Bouie
Candidate
Arizona House of Representatives
Bouie is the Chairman and CEO of Halo Cups, Inc. He holds a MBA from the W.P. Carey School of
Business at Arizona State University, a bachelor’s in media arts and masters in Language Reading and
Culture from the University of Arizona. He played football and baseball at the University of Arizona
before he went on to play in the NFL for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers for four seasons. He is married to a
former school teacher, Allison, and they have two daughters, Natalie, 3 and Eboni, 1.
More information about Tony Bouie can be found at www.tonybouie.com
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